Additional Advantages of Lateral Approach in Less-invasive Total Knee Arthroplasty Using Computer-aided Robotic System
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, computer-aided robotic systems, such as Robodoc® system and Makoplasty® system, have been used to enable surgeons to improve the accuracy of cutting and alignment in knee and hip arthroplasty. The incision is normally done at the anterior part of the knee and the cutting is performed from the frontal direction during the TKA because enough working space of the tools is required during cutting process. Currently minimal invasive surgery (MIS) is the most popular keyword in the arthroplasty, and at this moment the MIS could not be performed common in the TKA using the robotic system. This MIS TKA could be achieved in lateral direction, and different cutting process also changes the robot configuration, which mainly affect the system accuracy. In this study, we investigated what additional advantages could be achieved in the bone cutting process laterally using laboratory-level less-invasive TKA surgical robot system.

METHODS
A surgical robotic system for TKA was developed in our laboratory [1]. The surgical robot system consisted of three subsystems: the pre-operative planning system, the navigation system, and the robotic system. The pre-operative planning system determines the parts of bone to be removed and generates the moving path of cutting tool using virtual bones and implants. The navigation system measures the positions of the bone and the robotic system to transfer the planned cutting path to the robotic system. The cutting path is transformed to the joint angles in the robotic system at each time step by inverse kinematics analysis. The robotic system cuts the femur and tibia along the cutting path by controlling each joint as the inputted joint angle (Fig. 1). The Optotrak® 3020 (Northern Digital Inc, Canada) and a vertical articulated arm type robot with 6 DOF (AS3 Rockwell Samsung Automation Inc., Korea) were implemented for the navigation system and the robotic system.

In this study, two kinds of femoral cutting paths were planned: 1) the frontal approach (FA) where the cutting is performed from the frontal direction as conventional TKA and 2) the lateral approach (LA) where the cutting is performed from the lateral direction (Fig. 2). Bone cutting along each approach in femur was performed three times with saw bones. Then, the performances of FA and LA such as cutting accuracy, cutting time, quality of surface, range of motion in each joint of robotic system, and estimated incision length were compared.

RESULTS
The accuracy was analyzed by measuring the lengths of edges of five planes of distal femur after three times of repetitive cuttings given in Fig. 2. The average cutting errors in LA, which were 0.2 – 0.7 mm, were smaller than those in FA, which were 0.6 – 1.9 mm (Table 1). Femoral cutting time were approximately 6 minutes in LA, which is shorter than 11 minutes in FA, while the cutting device moved at 3 mm/s in both cutting cases. The cutting surface in LA was smoother than that in FA as shown in Fig. 3. The range of motion in each joint of robotic system was 2.7°~ 52.7° in LA while that was 9.0°~ 96.8° in FA. Finally, estimated incision length by considering the working space of the cutting tool were 100~ 150 mm in FA and 60~ 70 mm in LA (Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION
The results indicated that the LA showed better performance than the FA in five different surgical outcomes in femoral cutting, which were the cutting error, the cutting time, the quality of cutting surface, the range of motion in each joint of robotic system, and estimated incision length. The shorter cutting time and the smoother surface in the LA could be obtained because the cutting tool moved perpendicular with cutting plane and follow relatively long path to cut entire plane in the FA. The smaller range of motion in each joint could be generated due to the characteristic of vertical articulated arm type robot appropriate for rotational movement than translational movement since the movement of the cutting tool in the LA was based on the rotation. Additionally, the better accuracy in the LA could be achieved due to the smaller range of motion of each joint. Though the LA was originally planned for the applicability to the MIS because of its smaller incision length, it has several additional advantages. Therefore, consideration of bone cutting from the lateral direction when using the robotic system should be necessary to improve the current computer-aided robotic surgical system.
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